A woman opens a door. A dog runs inside. It leaves muddy paw marks on three types of flooring.

The woman goes to the kitchen counter. She cleans muddy paw prints from the grey carpeted stairs. She cleans crumbs around a dog food bowl. She cleans a dog bed. Now she uses the crevice tool on the floor under a cabinet. When she cleans the couch, the dog jumps off. She then cleans a car seat. She opens and shakes the filters out over the trash can. The woman re-plugs the charging cord. She walks the dog outside on a leash.

She cleans a dog bed. Text, Pet Hair Eraser Lithium-Ion

Motorized Brush Roll

She cleans muddy paw prints from the grey carpeted stairs. Powerful Pet Cleaning with Li-Ion Battery. She cleans crumbs around a dog food bowl.

She cleans a dog bed. Crevice Tool

Now she uses the crevice tool on the floor under a cabinet. Upholstery Tool

When she cleans the couch, the dog jumps off. Crevice Tool

She then cleans a car seat. Easy Empty Dirt Bin. She dumps the contents of the vacuum into a trash can. Triple Level Filtration

She opens and shakes the filters out over the trash can. The woman re-plugs the charging cord.

She walks the dog outside on a leash.

Pet Hair Eraser Lithium-Ion

Easy Empty Dirt Bin.